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Abstract: Barite is ubiquitous and known to incorporate 226Ra through the formation of a solid-solution.
In U mining mill tailings, barite is one of the dominant sulfate-binding minerals. In such environments,
sequential extractions are generally used to identify the U- and 226Ra-binding phases and their
associated reactivity. To better decipher the main processes governing the behavior of 226Ra during
such sequential extractions, a geochemical model was developed with PHREEQC mimicking the
sequential extraction of U and 226Ra from Bois-Noirs Limouzat U mine tailings, France. The model
results were compared with a dataset produced by an experimental sequential extraction from the same
mine tailings and including data on the solids and selective extraction results with the major elements,
U and 226Ra. The simulations reproduced the results of the experimental chemical extractions
accurately, with iron oxyhydroxides being the major U binding phase. However, the modeling
indicated rather that barite would be the main 226Ra binding phase, instead of the iron oxyhydroxides
identified by the experimental extractions. This is consistent with the 226Ra concentration measured in
pore water, but in disagreement with the direct interpretation of the sequential extractions. The direct
interpretation disregarded the role of barite in the geochemical behavior of 226Ra because barite was
not specifically targeted by any of the extraction steps. However, the modeling showed that the
dissolution of 226Ra-binding barite by reactants would lead to a 226Ra redistribution among the clay
minerals, resulting in a skew in the experimental results. Similar results were achieved by referring
simply to the bulk mineralogy of the tailings. This study highlights the importance of considering the
mineralogy, mineral reactivity and retention capacity for more realistic interpretation of sequential
extractions. Moreover, this paper provides new perspectives on the long-term consequences of these
mill tailings in which barite controls the geochemical behavior of the 226Ra.

Keywords: sequential extractions; U and 226Ra modeling; barite; uranium mill tailings

1. Introduction

Most environmental studies aim to understand the mobility of the chemical elements and their
environmental and human health risk. Such studies require (i) the analysis of the chemistry of solutions
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and the reactivity of solids and (ii) the linking of the in situ observations to experimental results and
models [1–4]. The sequential extraction technique allows for the characterization of the binding phases
and the retention capacity (solubility of phase, sorption, coprecipitation) of an element of interest
in a solid sample. This is achieved through the successive use of specific reactants. Theoretically,
the content of the leachate corresponds to the quantity of the targeted binding phase in the solid
sample [5]. However, some authors mentioned various disadvantages of this technique. The main
question about sequential extractions is whether they give information on the reactivity of the species
under a certain chemical environment or actually allow the identification of the binding phases.
The attribution of the element of interest to a specific solid form has to be confirmed by complementary
analyses [6–10] such as mineralogy, solid, water and leachate chemistry, and the sample’s history.
Distortion of the results may be caused by (i) the possible re-distribution of the elements of interest
between the mineral phases during extraction [7,11], (ii) the non-selectivity of reagents for the target
phases [5], (iii) incomplete extraction of a binding phase [12,13] and (iv) mineral neoformation during
extraction [14]. Another drawback is the wide variety of existing protocols related to the type of
samples. This results in a variety of reactants, reaction time, solid/liquid ratio and number of extracting
steps [15,16], making cross-comparison difficult. For example, Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials
shows that when comparing 25 sequential extraction studies, the liquid to solid ratio values varied
from 6 to 100 mL/g [2–4,6–9,12,15–26]). An important experimental constraint is also the number of
replicates required, making this technique time consuming.

Radium-226 is the predominant radionuclide in terms of activity of most Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material (NORM) waste [27]; it belongs to the decay chain of 238U, the most abundant
isotope of U in natural materials (99.27% of U isotopes by mass) [28]. 226Ra’s half-life of 1600 years
makes it the most relevant radium isotope to study for environmental processes. 226Ra is an alpha
emitter with a high specific activity (3.7 × 1010 Bq/g) [29]. This is an issue for U mining, and also for
other extractive industries such as coal mining [27,30], the production of phosphate fertilizers [27] and
of non-conventional oil and gas [3,17,23,31]. U-bearing ore usually presents 226Ra in secular equilibrium
with 238U because most U mineralization is older than 1.5 million years [32–35]. The U extraction
process by leaching specifically targets U, creating a strong 238U/226Ra disequilibrium. Almost all the
Ra and the other daughter elements of U end up in the residues and are stored in the tailings [36,37].

226Ra is an ultra-trace element: 0.5–20 mBq/L in environmental water (from 6.10−17 to 2.10−15 mol/L),
reaching up to 3000 mBq/L (4.10−13 mol/L) at U mining sites [38]. These concentrations do not allow
for pure radium phases to precipitate. 226Ra’s chemistry is controlled by co-precipitation with other
elements or by adsorption. The U-bearing minerals contain 226Ra produced by the decay of 238U [18,39].
226Ra adsorption occurs on clay minerals [40–42], iron and manganese oxyhydroxides [36,43,44],
and organic matter [45]. As for other alkaline earth elements, 226Ra forms solid solutions, mostly sulfate
minerals where 226Ra substitutes for another alkali earth [46,47]. 226Ra has close physicochemical
properties to Ba (in terms of ionic radii, ionization potential and electronegativity, for example [39]).
The most active solid-solution trap for 226Ra in the environment is barite, forming a (Ba,Ra)SO4

solid-solution [46,48,49]. Today, some U mine mill processes add barium chloride at the end of the U
extraction to fix 226Ra in insoluble barite [37]. Some studies have also shown the importance of barite in
the control of 226Ra concentrations in natural systems [50,51]. Barite is ubiquitous in U granitic ores and
in U mill tailings [37,52–54]. Ba concentrations increase with the weathering of silicate rocks, and the
sulfuric acid mill treatment add massive quantities of sulfates into the system thereby promoting barite
neoformation [1]. Barite is insoluble in most reactants (log(Ks) = 9.97) [55]; barite is usually considered
to remain in the residual solid of the sequential extractions [56]. No sequential extractions have been
developed to specifically target barite, despite its imperfect recovery yield [57,58]. Benĕs et al. [5] noted
the partial dissolution of barite by the reactants during a sequential extraction procedure when barite
quantities were small.

226Ra concentrations in solids are too low to be measured by Wavelength-Dispersive X-Ray
Spectroscopy (WDS). The detection limit for heavy elements is around 10 ppm [59,60], i.e., 5 × 105 Bq/g
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of 226Ra, far above the activities found in environmental samples. Sequential extractions are therefore
deemed necessary for the study of 226Ra; its concentration in leachate being determined either by
High Resolution Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (HR-ICP-MS) or techniques using
its decay emissions. Many studies have used sequential extractions to localize Ra [5,61]. 226Ra was
usually reported mainly in the residual phase [3,9,13,17,62], but also with high extraction rates (>10%
of the total 226Ra) in the soluble fraction [17,18], the exchangeable fraction (adsorbed on clay minerals
surfaces) [9,63], the organic matter fraction [13,63], the reducible (Fe and Mn oxides) fraction [4,8] and
the carbonate fraction [3]. Some conclusions clearly contradict each other [48,52,64,65]. Indeed, as an
ultra-trace element, Ra is capable of exacerbating some issues of sequential extractions relating to the
redistribution of the element or the need of a proper identification of the binding phase present.

All of these issues regarding sequential extractions and the localization of 226Ra in binding
phases such as barite have led to the construction of a geochemical model using PHREEQC [66],
mimicking some sequential extraction experiments used to target 226Ra on samples from U mill tailings.
A complete experimental dataset recently acquired by Chautard et al. [22] was used, including data on
the solid, and selective extractions results on the major elements and also U and 226Ra. Test models
were performed to evaluate the reactivity of the minerals involved in 226Ra retention with the reactants
used during sequential extractions. Then, sequential extraction of U and 226Ra from U-mine mill
tailings was modeled using the experimental data of Chautard et al. [22]. The model was used to
monitor the behavior of major cations and U, which are well understood, to assess its robustness.
It was then applied to 226Ra.

The objectives of this numerical modeling study are to compare the results obtained by calculations
which consider thermodynamic equilibria (solubility and sorption) with the experimental data, but also
to complement the experimental data with additional information generated by the model’s outputs
and intermediary calculations. The main objective is to better identify the main processes governing
the behavior of 226Ra during such sequential extractions so as to determine the possible 226Ra binding
phases. To the authors’ knowledge, the present study is the first to draw on experimental data to
model a sequential extraction procedure on tailings by considering a combination of solid mineralogy,
sorption, solubility and aqueous complexation. This approach may be used for other extraction
schemes targeting 226Ra in a medium containing barite, and also to provide a better understanding of
the results of sequential extractions targeting other trace elements.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. An Example of Sequential Extractions Targeting U and 226Ra in Mill Tailings

2.1.1. Study on Bois Noirs Limouzat Tailings

The Bois Noirs Limouzat site (BNL), located in the Forez region of France, is a former U mine,
which operated from 1959 to 1980. The ore treatment process involved a chemical treatment with
sulfuric acid to leach the U. There was a total of 1.3 million tons of tailings, which includes U
(205 ppm—8.6 × 10−4 mol/kg) and 226Ra (47 Bq/g) (mean concentrations). Tailings were stored under
a water cover (acting as radiological protection) in a basin. The BNL site is subject to environmental
monitoring and respects French environmental standards. These concentrations are the result of
chemical equilibria between the water and the tailings.

In the tailings, a sandy silty facies and a clayey silty facies were identified in relation to
the U milling process. In order to localize both U and 226Ra, and predict their retention under
current storage conditions, a detailed characterization (grain size, chemical, mineralogical and
radiological characterization) was carried out and completed by sequential extractions for the soluble
phases, the exchangeable fraction on the clay minerals, the carbonates and poorly crystallized
ferric oxyhydroxides and the crystallized iron oxyhydroxides. This extraction protocol is described
in Table 1. The extraction protocol was derived from the literature on sequential extractions for
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U. The basin water undergoes treatment before its discharge into the environment, in particular
because the 226Ra concentration (mean concentrations in the basin’s water are 2.3 Bq/L for 226Ra
and 0.06 mg/L—2.5 × 10−7 mol/L—for U) [67]: it is higher than the waste water local regulation
(0.74 Bq/L [22]). These data are important to assess the duration of the water treatment.

Table 1. The four steps of the sequential extraction protocol and the reactants used in each step by the
experimental (Chautard et al. [22]) and modeling work (this study).

Step Reactant Used

Experimental Study [22] Modeling (This Study)

1—targeting soluble phases 40 mL deionized water 40 mL pure water in equilibrium
with atmospheric CO2

2—targeting elements sorbed on
clay minerals 40 mL 10−2 M CsCl 40 mL 10−2 M CsCl solution in

equilibrium with atmospheric CO2

3—targeting carbonates and
weakly crystallized ferric

oxyhydroxides

40 mL solution
1 M sodium acetate in 25% acetic

acid, pH = 4

40 mL solution
pH fixed at 4

solution concentrations:
Na: 1 M

Acetate: 5.2 M (1 M from sodium
acetate, 4.2 M from 25% acetic

acid)

4—targeting strongly crystallized
ferric oxyhydroxides

40 mL solution
NH2OH 0.04 M under the form of
hydroxylamine hydrochloride +
hydrochloric acid to fix pH = 2

40 mL solution
solution concentrations:
Cl: 0.05 M (0.04 M for

hydroxylamine hydrochloride +
0.01 M for HCl to pH = 2)

Solution in equilibrium with H2
gas phase fixing Eh = −3 V/SHE

This study on BNL tailings is one of the few studies providing the concentrations of the chemical
elements released through all stages of the sequential extractions, for both the major elements and the
targeted contaminants, as well as the solid chemistry and mineralogy of the samples. These data are
usually unavailable, which hinders the possibilities for further modeling and complete understanding.

The present study focuses on modeling the results of these sequential extractions.

2.1.2. Selection of Samples for this Study

This study only considered the clayey silty samples C1P3B, C1P5H and C1P11B. These are
the most interesting because of their higher concentrations of U (mean concentration of
243.3 ppm—1.02 × 10−3 mol/kg U) and 226Ra (mean activity of 64.7 Bq/g) compared to the sandy
silty samples. These samples underwent the A (strong) extraction protocol from the Chautard et al.
study [22].

2.1.3. Identification of the Minerals of Interest in the Mineral Assemblage for the Sequential
Extractions Modeling

The mineralogy of the clayey silty samples, determined by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning
Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) characterization [22], consists of
the following: primary minerals originating from the granitic ore such as quartz, feldspar, micas and
pyrite, and secondary minerals linked to the milling and the weathering of the ore such as clay minerals,
gypsum and iron oxyhydroxides. Table 2 summarizes the mineralogy of the clayey silty samples and
how it was implemented in the model.
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Table 2. Minerals observed in the clayey silty samples, determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
confirmed by Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), and
the phases considered in the model.

Minerals Observations As Considered in the Model

Primary minerals Quartz predominant, K-feldspar
and plagioclases Not considered

Clay minerals Kaolinite, smectite, chlorite Included as montmorillonite

Micas Biotite, muscovite Included as montmorillonite

Sulfate minerals Gypsum, barite Included

Sulfides Partly oxidized pyrites Included as ferrihydrite

Oxides/oxyhydroxides Secondary iron oxyhydroxydes:
ferrihydrite and goethite Included as ferrihydrite

U-minerals
Uraninites included in quartz,

apatites, monazites, uranyl
phosphates

Considered as refractory part of U,
not included

The primary minerals were deemed negligible for the retention of U and 226Ra as they either
present weak adsorption and solid solution properties, or are not considered to react during the
sequential extractions. The oxidizing conditions of the tailings promote the formation of secondary
iron oxyhydroxides, the model calculations therefore neglected pyrite.

Clay minerals, iron oxyhydroxides and barite are known to have a strong influence on the mobility
of 226Ra, and were included in the model. The first two can adsorb 226Ra while barite can incorporate
226Ra in the form of a solid-solution. SEM/EDS confirmed the presence of barite in the samples as an
accessory mineral (see Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials). Montmorillonite is a common clay
mineral in granite, and because its sorption capacity is far greater than other clay minerals (cation
exchange capacity (CEC) of 0.89 meq/g for montmorillonite and 0.0563 meq/g for kaolinite [68,69]),
it was considered that montmorillonite governs the cation retention caused by the clay minerals.
This assumption maximizes the role of clay adsorption, which is discussed below. Ferrihydrite,
a short-range ordered mineral, is the most common secondary iron oxyhydroxide identified with a
high adsorption capacity [70,71]. The primary iron oxides are either dissolved during the mill process
or are mostly in the form of inclusions [72]. Gypsum is ubiquitous, highly soluble, and formed in
substantial quantity because of the lime neutralization. It is of substantial importance in the chemistry
of the leachates and could influence the major elements and the reactivity of other minerals through
sorption competition on the clay minerals and iron oxyhydroxides.

The assemblage comprising gypsum, montmorillonite, ferrihydrite and barite is the standard
mineral assemblage for this study.

2.2. Development of the Model

The model aims to complement the experimental data with additional information generated by
the model’s outputs and intermediary calculations. It is worth noting that the establishment of most
thermodynamic constants employed to analyze the geochemical behavior of 226Ra has only happened
in recent years.

The PHREEQC software was used [66] to describe the initial equilibrium between the tailings
and the pore water, and to model the sequential extraction steps. The modeling was performed
using the PRODATA 1.1.0.4 thermodynamic database, especially built for mining applications with an
emphasis on U and Ra [73]. It was completed with the acetate complexation constants from the Minteq
database (minteq.dat 3568 2009-07-13). The acetate-Ra complexation constant was derived from the
extrapolation of the complexation constants for the other acetate-alkaline earth metals.
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The sorption onto ferrihydrite was modeled by using the surface complexation modeling routine
within PHREEQC with the sorption constants and the site density from Dzombak and Morel [71].
The carbonate surface complexation constants onto ferrihydrite originated from the Minteq database,
the uranyl-carbonate surface complexation constants from Mahoney et al. [74], the cesium sorption
constant from Gossuin et al. [75] and the Ra surface complexation constants and specific surface
area from Sajih et al. [44]. The sorption on montmorillonite used a multi-site ion exchange model
according to the Gaines-Thomas convention. The exchange constants for montmorillonite originated
from Robin et al. [42] and the Ra exchange constants are the constants on beidellite from Robin et al.,
which are applicable to montmorillonite [76]. The sorption of Ba on montmorillonite was assumed to
be equivalent to the sorption of Ra. Supplementary Materials Section 3.2 describes the calculation of
the Cs and U sorption constants [77–79].

The model for a (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid solution was implemented using partition parameters from
Curti et al. [80]. This solid solution allowed the incorporation of 226Ra into the structure of barite.
The 226Ra equilibrium in the solid solution is described by a distribution coefficient D (see Equation (1))
at thermodynamic equilibrium [46,81].

D =

(
Ra
Ba

)
solid(

Ra
Ba

)
solution

=
λBaSO4·γRa·K0

s(BaSO4)

λRaSO4·γBa·K0
s(RaSO4)

. (1)

The term γ is the ion activity coefficient and λ is the activity coefficient of the phases in the solid
solution. K0

S(BaSO4) and K0
S(RaSO4) are the solubility constants of BaSO4 and RaSO4 respectively.

In a dilute regular solid solution, application of Henry’s law to the trace end-member (RaSO4) and
Raoult’s law to the major end-member (BaSO4) leads to the following simplification: Ln(λBaSO4) = 0
and Ln(λRaSO4) = a0, where a0 is the Guggenheim parameter indicating the deviation from an ideal
solid solution. The implementation of the solid-solution model here used an a0 value of 1.5, the value
found by Curti et al., Zhang et al. and Brandt et al. at 23 ± 2 ◦C [51,80,82].

Table S1 in Supplementary Materials Section 3.1 summarizes the modeling parameters used to
describe the sorption and the formation of the solid solution. The calculations were performed at 25 ◦C
with coherent thermodynamic constants [73].

2.3. Model Construction for the Sequential Extractions on Bois Noirs Limouzat Mill Tailing Samples

2.3.1. Mineral Quantities

The quantity of montmorillonite was determined using the total Al content of the samples
measured by chemical analysis of the tailings. The Al content of a sample does not only reflect the
montmorillonite content but also the presence of other phyllosilicates and feldspars. These minerals
have lower sorption capacities than montmorillonite. However, in the clayey silty samples, Al was
considered to be a good approximation, bearing in mind that the quantity of montmorillonite is
then overstated.

The model did not include the chemical composition of montmorillonite, as it was assumed
that montmorillonite did not react during sequential extraction. The calculated quantity allowed the
determination of the number of sorption sites according to the site concentrations from Tertre [68].

Two models were constructed based on how the quantities of gypsum, barite and ferrihydrite
were derived from:

1. For the optimum model: from the quantities of total aqueous SO4, total aqueous Ba and total
aqueous Fe respectively that were extracted during the sequential extractions. This “optimum
model” will be discussed in the Results Section 3;

2. For the bulk model: only from the bulk analysis of the samples. The quantity of ferrihydrite
was determined using the total Fe content of the bulk samples measured by chemical analysis,
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the quantity of gypsum from the total sulfur (S) content and the quantity of barite from the total
Ba content. This “bulk model” will be discussed in the Discussion Section 4.1.

For both models, the quantity of barite is one order of magnitude lower than that of gypsum,
its contribution to the S content is deemed negligible in the calculation of the quantity of gypsum.
The mineral assemblages appear in Table 3. The assumptions on which the mineral quantities are
based and the sensitivity of the model to the mineral quantities will be discussed in Section 4.1.

Table 3. Mineral quantities in the mineral assemblages implemented in the optimum model, and the
model derived from the bulk mineralogy.

Sample Gypsum (mol/g) Ferrihydrite (mol/g) Barite (mol/g) Montmorillonite (g/g)
Optimum

Model
Bulk

Model
Optimum

Model
Bulk

Model
Optimum

Model
BULK

MODEL Both Models

C1P3B 2.8 × 10−4 1.69 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−5 3.6 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−5 5.1 × 10−6 0.37
C1P5H 1.4 × 10−4 2.35 × 10−4 4.0 × 10−5 4.1 × 10−4 2.9 × 10−6 2.1 × 10−6 0.43
C1P11B 5.8 × 10−5 8.1 × 10−5 2.0 × 10−5 3.6 × 10−4 3.9 × 10−6 2.1 × 10−6 0.47

2.3.2. Building the Initial State of the Model for the Tailing Samples

The mineral assemblage of the tailings was considered to be in equilibrium with the pore water.
Knowledge of the composition of the interstitial solution is necessary to implement the sorption
and mineral equilibria of the modeled tailing samples before undertaking the sequential extraction
procedure: it allows the initial state to accurately model the cation distribution on the sorption sites
of the material that will govern the sorption equilibrium of the radionuclides in trace concentrations.
The pore water analysis was chosen from a previous study on the Bois Noirs Limouzat tailings [83].
The pore water analysis labelled S4 in this study was selected for its close-to-equilibria electrical balance
and its analogy to a clayey silty sample: it was in equilibrium with a solid sample with high 226Ra and
U solid concentrations (103 Bq/g and 735 ppm—3.09 × 10−3 mol/kg, respectively). The chemistry of the
pore water (see Supplementary Materials Section 4 Table S2), confirmed the solubility equilibrium of
the minerals considered.

The U concentration in the pore water solution was chosen from the mean value of the
concentrations measured by the IPSN (now Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
IRSN) study [83] by squeezing: 1 × 10−5 mol/L. It was checked that the U value fixed on the solid
assemblage was close to the quantity of U extracted during the sequential extractions. It was initially
assumed that all the extractable 226Ra is bound in the (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid solution. This assumption
will be discussed below. The 226Ra extracted during the sequential extractions from each sample was
inserted into the (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid-solution, which then equilibrated with the other phases in the model
to reach the initial equilibrium. Only the extractable U and 226Ra were considered. Proportions of U
and 226Ra that are not extracted during the sequential extractions were assumed to be in refractory
minerals and was considered inactive and immobile.

2.3.3. Modeling the Extraction Steps

The extraction steps, the reactants used in each step and their quantities are shown in Table 1.
The liquid:solid ratio (defined as volume of reagent solution in mL to mass of solid sample in g) used
in the sequential extractions is 25 mL/g. Five washes with the same reactant during 2–5 h reaction
time each were performed experimentally [22], and all five washes were modeled but the results
presented here only gather the composition of the first two washes as in the experimental extractions.
This choice for the experimental extractions was justified by the observation that these first washes
accounted for most of the U extracted. This observation did not consider 226Ra. Depending on the
retention mechanism for 226Ra, its behavior might be different. If 226Ra is bound by a solid solution,
its leachability will not drastically change with the washes as long as the solid-solution is not completely
depleted of 226Ra.
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The purpose of sequential extractions requires sizing, which aims to guarantee equilibrium and
complete dissolution of the targeted fractions. It was, therefore, considered that thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached at the end of each wash in agreement with our modeling hypotheses.

2.4. Test Model for the Mineral Reactivity Towards Each of the Reactants

First, a test model was performed to better understand the considered mineral reactivity towards
each of the reactants used, and to identify possible constraints on the use of this protocol, especially in
the search for the ultra-trace 226Ra.

The test model used the C1P3B sample considering the equivalent to a 1.6 g sample built with the
“optimum model” construction (refer to Table 3). The 226Ra activity of the sample was fixed at 50 Bq/g,
the 226Ra being only bound by one of three possible phases: montmorillonite, ferrihydrite or barite.
The objective was to survey how each of the possible binding phases reacts with the reactants used.
Five washes with 40 mL of one of the reactants are simulated on this assemblage. The liquid:solid
ratio (25 mL/g) is the same as the experimental ratio and is close to the standard ratio for sequential
extractions, as seen previously (see Figure S1). The results depend greatly on the liquid:solid ratio used
which fixes the solubility of the minerals: it must ensure a complete dissolution of the targeted phase
by the corresponding extraction step. Because of the small amount of solid being considered, compared
to the quantity of reactant, it is expected that all minerals should undergo partial to major dissolution.

The aqueous forms of sulfur were forced to stay in their S(VI) forms, preventing their reduction
during the hydroxylamine hydrochloride + hydrochloric acid reaction. This should not affect the
final results as sulfates were not involved during this step of the sequential extractions. In order
to fix 50 Bq/g 226Ra on the minerals, the aqueous concentration of 226Ra in the initial equilibrium
solution was modified. It was set at 1.1 Bq/L to fix 50 Bq/g 226Ra on the barite, 2.0 × 103 Bq/L for
montmorillonite and 2.5 × 105 Bq/L for ferrihydrite. The in-situ solution measured in 1984 was between
1.4 and 22.6 Bq/L [83].

3. Results

3.1. The Reactivity of the Minerals with Each Reactant

Because of the high liquid:solid ratio, at least partial dissolution of the barite in the extraction
solutions is expected, although barite is usually considered insoluble [37,55,58,84]. The reactivity
of barite with most of the reactants can be explained by its low quantity in the mineral assemblage
compared to the volume of reactant used (6–18 µmoles barite in five consecutive washes of 40 mL of
reactant), and by the relative abundance of montmorillonite (and ferrihydrite, but to a lesser extent)
which can sorb the barium [85–87], and thus enhance the dissolution of the barite. Figure 1 illustrates
the solubility of barite in deionized (DI) water with or without 1.475 g montmorillonite—consistent
with sample C1P3B. Ba sorbs until the sulfate concentration is high enough to reach the saturation for
barite with this small amount of Ba in solution. More details on the solubility of barite and ferrihydrite
during the DI water extraction can be found in Supplementary Materials Section 5 (Figures S3 and S4
for barite and Figure S5 for ferrihydrite).

The results of the reactivity of the minerals with each reactant are plotted in Figure 2. The reactivity
of the minerals is expressed by the remaining proportion of each mineral phase left after reaction with
one reactant.

These results illustrate the selectivity effectiveness of each of the reactants (Figure 2a). Gypsum
was dissolved by all the reagents and was thus appropriately targeted in the first stage of the extraction
protocol (100% of the gypsum was dissolved after the five washes with deionized water). Ferrihydrite
was not dissolved by deionized water or 10−2 M CsCl but was completely dissolved by the other two
reactants (100% was dissolved after five washes with the 1 M sodium acetate + 25% acetic acid and
with 0.04 M hydroxylamine hydrochloride + HCl). Barite constituted the main issue: no extraction step
specifically targeted barite, and yet it was affected by all the reactants. This lack of reactant selectivity
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compromises the efficiency of the extraction protocol. As previously mentioned, there is no protocol
for efficiently extracting barite. This was not considered a problem since this extraction protocol was
initially established for the study of U, which does not react with barite. Some studies using sequential
extractions do test the reactivity of some pure phases, including barite, with the reactants [4,61], but not
as a part of a mineral assemblage, which greatly influences the dissolution of barite.
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Figure 1. Solubility of barite in deionized (DI) water. (a) Concentration in mol/L of total Ba dissolved
in a DI water solution in equilibrium with pure barite or with barite and 1.475 g montmorillonite
per liter (i.e., 0.59 g per 40 mL). The solution pH is adjusted with HCl or NaOH. The clay minerals
sites are initially put in equilibrium with a 1M CaCl2 solution for the occupation of the clay minerals
sorption sites to be close to the Ca-dominant case of this study. (b) Distribution of the total Ba
dissolved between aqueous Ba in solution and sorbed Ba in mol/L in a DI water solution in equilibrium
with barite and 1.475 g montmorillonite per liter. The solubility of the barite is determined by
Σ[Ba] = [Ba]total aqueous + [Ba]sorbed.
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Figure 2. Selectivity effectiveness of each extraction reactant. Each reactant was tested individually
on the mineral assemblage and not in consecutive steps. Percentage of minerals left, according to the
model, after: (a) five washes of one of the reactants in the sequential extractions protocol; (b) each of
the five washes with deionized water. Ac—Acetate.
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As shown in Figure 2b, gypsum was the first to dissolve in deionized water. The dissolution of
gypsum limited the dissolution of barite because of the high amount of sulfate in the solution and
the sorption of part of the Ca onto the clay minerals. The sulfate produced by the dissolution of
the sulfate minerals was removed with the extraction solution between each wash, allowing for the
dissolution of barite to start and continue throughout the washes: the total aqueous Ba and SO4

2−

concentrations in solution were fixed at each wash by the solubility of the barite until its complete
dissolution. Ba has a stronger affinity towards montmorillonite than other cations (refer to Table S1
in Supplementary Materials). As seen on Figure 1, the Ba did not remain in the deionized water
solution but was sorbed onto the clay minerals at this step, allowing for barite to continue to dissolve.
This could explain some of the Ba that was found in the exchangeable fraction during sequential
extractions on samples containing both clay minerals and barite [3]: part of the Ba sorbed onto the
clay minerals at the first step and then exchanged for Cs (or another cation, depending on the reactant
used) on the clay mineral sorption sites. The low occurrence of barite in the tailing samples does not
permit XRD identifications. During the experimental extractions, the remaining solid was observed by
SEM after the deionized water extraction step. Before the extractions, barite was easily identified in the
fine fraction of the residues (see Supplementary Materials Section 2). After the extraction, no barite
was seen. These observations are in accordance with the complete dissolution of barite.

The test model now considers that 80 Bq of 226Ra is initially bound in 1.6 g of the solid assemblage
to montmorillonite, ferrihydrite or barite, respectively. The subsequent 226Ra extracted by each reactant
can be seen in Figure 3.
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the 226Ra is initially bound to.

The test model shows that regardless of the initial origin of the 226Ra, the extraction results with
each of the reactants are the same. This is explained by the redistribution processes of 226Ra between
the minerals that happen during the reaction with the extraction reactants. Figure 4 shows the modeled
distribution of 226Ra, before and after the reaction with deionized water. Because of the small quantity
of barite, combined with the presence of montmorillonite, the deionized water dissolves the barite and
the 226Ra is totally redistributed onto the montmorillonite and ferrihydrite. Montmorillonite has a
greater affinity for Ra and a larger sorption capability due to its greater abundance compared with
ferrihydrite. 226Ra therefore sorbs preferentially onto montmorillonite. The 226Ra will reach a new
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equilibrium during the first extraction step, this equilibrium depending on the remaining mineralogy
of the solid and not on the origin of 226Ra. This illustrates well the redistribution processes which may
happen during extractions and which can lead to misinterpretations.Minerals 2020, 10, 497 11 of 21 
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226Ra distribution in the mineral assemblage (a) before reaction, the 226Ra was initially considered to
be on montmorillonite or ferrihydrite or barite, respectively; (b) after reaction with five washes of
deionized water (water:solid ratio of 25). The result is the same for the three initial scenarios.

Figure 3 shows that, regardless of the initial 226Ra-binding mineral, the 10−2 M CsCl reactant only
extracted around 10% of the 226Ra. The Cs sorption affinity on the sorption site of montmorillonite
being weaker than for 226Ra, this concentration of 10−2 M Cs is not sufficient to desorb the Ra from
the clay minerals. On the other hand, the acetate extraction, designed to target weakly-crystallized
iron oxides, released the majority (85%) of the 226Ra regardless of whether it was initially bound with
barite, ferrihydrite or montmorillonite. The 25% acetic acid, 1M sodium acetate reactant dissolved
both ferrihydrite and most of the barite (65%), and the concentration of cations during this extraction
step, 1 M Na+ and 10−4 M H+, was sufficiently high to desorb most cations from the clay minerals by
exchanging those cations with Na+ and H+ on the sorption sites. Part of the 226Ra remained trapped in
the (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid solution (about 15% of extractable 226Ra here).

Now the sequential extractions are modelled to estimate the influence of non-selectivity and
redistribution processes on the results of the experimental sequential extractions.

3.2. Understanding the Sequential Extraction of Tailing Samples through Modeling

The model considered the sequential extraction protocol being applied to three clayey silty-type
samples. The results discussed here concern only the C1P3B sample. The results for samples C1P5H
and C1P11B, which are quite similar, are presented in Supplementary Materials Section 6.1 in Figures
S6 and S7, respectively.

The “optimum model” is the sequential extraction model being discussed here. The “bulk model”
in this figure will be discussed in Section 4.1. As mentioned earlier, this “optimum” model was built
from calculations based on assumed equilibrium solubility and sorption using existing thermodynamic
data and using apparent mineral quantities estimated from the mineral-specific leaching steps and bulk
mineralogy for the clay content. The model extractions are in good agreement with the experimental
sequential extractions, from major to ultra-trace elements, as can be seen in Figure 5 showing the
quantities of selected major (Ca, SO4

2−), accessory (Fe, Ba), trace (U) and ultra-trace (226Ra) elements
extracted during the sequential extractions. The maximum deviation between the experimental and
modeled data for the C1P3B sample is the Ba extracted at the acetate extraction step: 6 × 10−7 mol/g
was measured while 2 × 10−6 mol/g was modeled.
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Figure 5. Extraction results for experimental data extractions (Chautard et al. [22]) and this study’s
model optimized (“optimum model”) and built from bulk data (“bulk model”) for Ca, SO4, Fe, Ba, U
and 226Ra per g of solid for the C1P3B sample.

3.2.1. Behavior of the Major Elements

Among the major elements, two categories are distinguishable: the first type represents the major
elements whose chemistry is governed by the dissolution of sulfate minerals, and includes SO4, Ca
and Ba; the second consists of Fe whose behavior during the extractions is governed by the reactivity
of the iron oxyhydroxides. The model also considered the other major elements but those were either
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used as reactants (Na and Cl) or in small quantities and are not relevant to the behavior of the minerals
in the model (Mg and K).

Ca, SO4
2−, Ba

The main sources of aqueous Ca, aqueous SO4 and aqueous Ba are gypsum and barite. As seen
previously, both were dissolved by deionized water during the first extraction step. SO4 sorption is
limited [71], inducing its total extraction during the first extraction step. The clay sorption sites were
initially occupied mostly by Ca but also by Mg, Na and K which are major cations in the pore water
solution. Part of the Ca and most of the Ba from the dissolution of the sulfate minerals were sorbed
onto the clay minerals, especially as these were in a less concentrated solution than the tailings pore
water and could desorb part of the Na and Mg which had been initially sorbed. This part of the Ca
and Ba was then extracted during the steps that desorbed those elements from the clay minerals, i.e.,
the 10−2 M CsCl extraction step to some extent, and also the acetate extraction step. For all samples,
the 10−2 M CsCl extraction step extracted about 20% of the Ba, and the acetate extraction step, 80%; for
Ca it was about 30% and 10%.

Fe

The main source of iron in the model is ferrihydrite. It was not affected by the first two extraction
steps but completely dissolved during the acetate extraction which extracted 100% of the leachable Fe.

3.2.2. Trace and Ultra-Trace Elements Behavior and Distribution: U and 226Ra

The modeled extraction of U and 226Ra is close to the experimental results for all three samples
(Figure 5 and Supplementary Materials Section 6.1): the acetate extraction step aiming for iron oxides
released 98% of the extractable U and 80% of the extractable 226Ra. However, the model also provides
an indication on the initial U and 226Ra distribution equilibrium in the mineral assemblage before
extractions. This distribution is presented in Figure 6 as well as the distribution of U and 226Ra derived
from a direct interpretation of the sequential extraction results, which directly associates the elements
extracted at each step to the targeted fraction. The distributions for the samples C1P5H and C1P11B
are shown in Supplementary Materials Section 6.2 in Figures S8 and S9, respectively.

U

According to the sequential extraction results, the extractable U is mostly bound to the ferric
oxyhydroxides, and a small part (<10%) to the labile fraction (C1P3B sample, Figure 6) and to the clay
minerals (C1P11B sample, Figure S9). The initial state model agrees with this general distribution but
attributes an even larger part to the contribution of ferrihydrite binding to almost all the extractable U
(clay minerals are accountable for less than 1% of the U). It seems that during the deionized water
extraction, part of the U sorbed on ferrihydrite was replaced by protons (the pH of the deionized water
is lower than the 8.1 of the pore water). The desorbed U remained in the solution or sorbed on the clay
minerals: the first step extracted about 1% of the U. During the first extraction step, using deionized
water, the clay minerals were in a solution that was much less concentrated than the pore water (see
Supplementary Materials Table S2): at the first extraction step the clay minerals released some Mg,
Na, K, and could sorb the part of U released by the ferrihydrite. Then, the extraction step using 10−2

M CsCl reactant partially released this part of the U (refer to Table S1 in Supplementary Materials).
The C1P11B sample is richer in Al, and therefore probably also in clay minerals, than the other two
samples (see Supplementary Materials Section 4). The clay minerals sorbed more U at the deionized
water extraction step and released more U at the CsCl step: this step released 4% of the extractable U
for the C1P11B sample against 1% for the two other samples.
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The initial distribution of U as described in the model is in good agreement with the distribution
obtained from the direct interpretation of the experimental results by Chautard et al. [22]. This sequential
extraction protocol is suitable for the study of U in the tailing samples, as it was designed to specifically
target the minerals identified as U-binding phases. 226Ra was also monitored, knowing that the binding
phases are not the same.

226. Ra

Direct interpretation of the sequential extractions indicates that the extractable part of 226Ra is
bound to the ferrihydrite, with a small portion on the clay minerals (6% of 226Ra on clay minerals for
the C1P3B sample). According to the model, barite is the major source of extractable 226Ra.

In Section 2.4, it was mentioned that the 226Ra concentration of the solution initially in equilibrium
with the sample should be much higher when the 226Ra is bound to montmorillonite or ferrihydrite.
The initial state of the same samples was modeled without considering the possibility of a (Ba,Ra)SO4

solid solution. According to the 226Ra concentration measured in pore water (1.5 Bq/L) and used in
the model presented here, the 226Ra sorbed on clay minerals and ferrihydrite only accounted for less
than 1.5% of the extractable 226Ra of the samples. It should be stressed that the model did reach these
results, albeit by maximizing the quantity of clays. Thus, barite is necessarily a major source of 226Ra
in the samples considered, justifying the assumption of Section 2.3.2.

However, as this mineral was not considered during the extraction protocol, it does not appear
on the experimental results interpretation. The 226Ra extracted and attributed to other minerals is
the result of partial to complete dissolution of the barite and redistribution of Ba and 226Ra. Barite
was completely dissolved during the deionized water extraction step because of its small quantity
and the ability of clay minerals to sorb Ba (Figure 1). The 226Ra that was initially in (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid
solution was mostly sorbed on the clay minerals. Because 226Ra sorption on montmorillonite is strong,
the 10−2 M CsCl extraction was not sufficient to desorb this 226Ra (Figure 3). The protocol aimed
to desorb U, which works using Cs. However, 226Ra does not have the same sorption constants:
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Ra has more affinity towards montmorillonite than Cs (refer to Table S1 in Supplementary Materials).
Ra remained sorbed on the clay minerals until the 25% acetic acid/1M sodium acetate step brought a
concentration of cations sufficient to desorb all other cations from the clay minerals, including 226Ra.
Thus, all the 226Ra that was initially in solid solution with the barite was extracted during the acetate
extraction that aimed initially to target the weakly-crystallized iron oxyhydroxide compartment.

The sequential extraction modeled results are similar for all three samples: the extraction results
are accurately reproduced but 226Ra is bound to the barite. The extraction protocol is not well designed
for Ra because it is an ultra-trace element, its behavior is influenced by different binding phases
(including barite) and its high sorption affinities.

4. Discussion

4.1. Building the Model with Less Data: A Sensitivity Study

The model presented in Section 4 refers partially to data from sequential extractions and therefore
requires that experimental part beforehand. However, a comparable model can be constructed without
sequential extraction results.

The same model was applied to the sequential extractions on the C1P3B, C1P5H and C1P11B
samples, but by constructing the mineralogical assemblage modeled with mineral quantities derived
only from the bulk analysis of the samples. Only the 226Ra and U quantities came from the total
quantity of 226Ra and U extracted and measured in the residual solid after the extractions. This forms
the “bulk model”, described in Section 2.3.1. The comparison of:

1. the experimental results with
2. the results obtained from the sequential extraction model presented previously—the “optimum

model” built upon the mineral quantities derived from experimental leaching data—and with
3. the results of this modeling of sequential extractions—the “bulk model” can be found for sample

C1P3B in Figure 5, and for samples C1P5H and C1P11B in Supplementary Materials Section 6.1.

Compared to the experimental results, the construction of the bulk model provided less accurate
results than the optimum model for the total aqueous concentrations of Ca, Fe, Ba, SO4 as their
total quantity may be affected by a skew in the subsampling. This model is built with less accurate
data concerning the sample and thus provides results of poorer quality. However, despite changes
in total amount of elements available, the behavior of the major elements remained similar to the
experimental results.

It should be highlighted that the results from both models for U and 226Ra (“optimum” and “bulk”)
were close to the experimental results, because the sorption sites and the solid-solution’s capacity to
trap U and 226Ra are in excess in both models. U and 226Ra retention do not vary much when small
adjustments of the mineralogy are performed. The sensitivity of the model to the quantities of the
minerals is relatively low. The results of the sequential extractions on U, 226Ra, and other trace elements
could be modeled only from bulk analyses—perhaps with pore water data—and the quantities of
extractable U and 226Ra. The latter are determined experimentally by a non-complete digestion (1 M
acetate reactant for example). In this study, it leads to a better understanding of the interactions during
sequential extractions. For many trace elements, this kind of modeling could avoid the need for the
tedious procedure of chemical extractions and help with an immediately improved understanding of
the host phases of the extractable fraction.

4.2. Field Application: A Different Interpretation on the Origin of Extractable 226Ra in Tailing Samples

This study highlights the importance of barite as the initial 226Ra-binding mineral in these tailing
samples. This is consistent with the precipitation of barite due to the addition of large quantities of
sulfate during the mill process.
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The model only considers the total extractable fractions of U and 226Ra because they were deemed
the most important parts in relation to environmental issues. The experimental study determined
that a majority of 226Ra and 30% of U are not extractable, i.e., not mobile in the environment. These
non-mobile fractions of U and Ra are most likely bound to U-oxides, uranyl-phosphates and aluminum
phosphate—sulfates which the extractants used do not solubilize. The extraction procedure could have
dissolved a minute proportion of the phosphates which is considered to be negligible. The extractable
part of U and 226Ra, was identified by the experimental study as being bound to iron oxyhydroxides.
This phase is quite stable in the tailings environment but is vulnerable to changes of pH and redox,
which could lead to the release of the sorbed 226Ra. However, the current numerical study concludes
that extractable 226Ra would be in the form of a (Ra,Ba)SO4 solid-solution. At the scale of the tailing
system, this statement changes the conclusions for the long-term behavior of the extractable part of
226Ra. Barite is stable in the calcium sulfate-rich pore waters of the tailings. The solubility equilibrium
of the solid solution governs the Ra concentration, as long as the water renewal does not extract all the
226Ra bound to the barite in the tailings. The pore water 226Ra concentration at equilibrium with the
mineral assemblage is around 0.5 to 1 Bq/L, close to the 1.4 to 22.6 Bq/L measured in the pore water of
the residues [83], but also to the 2.5 Bq/L of the water-covered basin of the Bois Noirs Limouzat tailings
facility [88]. This means that the whole Bois Noirs Limouzat tailing system is in equilibrium with a
(Ra,Ba)SO4 solid-solution controlling all the extractable part of the 226Ra in the tailings.

The 226Ra activity of 2.5 Bq/L in the basin water is consistent with a simple model of water in
equilibrium with tailings containing barite in the form of a solid solution with the following composition
Ba1, Ra(2.9 × 10−7). Calculations show that close to 20% of the total stock of 226Ra in the tailings
is retained in barite. Most of the remaining 226Ra may be considered non-mobile. The long-term
equilibrium and behavior of the tailing system when it comes to 226Ra can be derived from the model
of a homogeneous mineral assemblage containing barite in particular, but also clay minerals and iron
oxyhydroxides. More detail on this calculation can be seen in Supplementary Materials Section 7.
For future research, this study underlines one of the potential benefits of developing an extraction
protocol for barite. The investigation of the physical separation of barite in a dry medium is possible.
It is difficult to determine the binding phases of 226Ra in rocks using sequential extractions. This lack of
accuracy is of noteworthy importance for many industrial environmental issues. Direct observation of
the spatial distribution of 226Ra would bring more robust information on its mobility. Such localization
techniques for 226Ra on solid samples, for instance alpha autoradiography, have been used only in
recent years and are yielding promising results [47,89–92].

5. Conclusions

The modeled results of the sequential extractions in this study are in good agreement with the
experimental results for the elements of interest which are both the major and the trace elements
(U and 226Ra). This model could be applied to gain additional information on the behavior of the
elements and minerals during the sequential extraction procedure. This sequential extraction protocol
is well designed for the study of uranium in such samples, as the possible minerals which U can be
associated with, and their reactivity, were well identified. This is not entirely the case for 226Ra: the
modeled extraction results are close to the experimental results but the initial distribution of 226Ra is
different. The absence of a barite extraction step at the beginning of the extraction protocol leads to the
redistribution among other minerals of the 226Ra initially in the (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid solution. 226Ra is
particularly prone to redistribution as it is an ultra-trace element that can be bound to many different
phases, all of which are in excess in terms of retention capacity for 226Ra in the studied samples.

The current study establishes a rather simple model of tailing samples which nonetheless
accurately reproduces the experimental results of sequential extractions conducted on these samples.
The information provided by this model illustrate the problems regularly discussed concerning
sequential extractions. This study particularly addresses the issues of the lack of operative protocols
(no protocol exists to extract barite specifically), the non-selectivity of reagents in many cases and the
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redistribution of the elements of interest during the extraction procedure. Sequential extractions often
target elements of interest in trace quantities, which are likely to be affected even by accessory minerals.
However, few studies using sequential extractions consider the importance of accurate mineralogical
characterization. Similarly, few sequential extraction procedures consider the importance of measuring
a large set of trace elements (not only the targeted element) in the leachate at each step. Regardless of
the sample or the extraction protocol, this study illustrates the importance of an extensive knowledge
of the mineralogy of the sample, including accessory minerals, and of the chemical behavior of the
element of interest. This study therefore concludes that the sequential extraction technique is to be
used with extreme caution and is particularly inappropriate in the case of 226Ra, notably if the sample
includes barite. Even a minute quantity of barite magnifies some of the limitations of sequential
extractions, including the non-selectivity of reactants and the redistribution of 226Ra, which can lead to
interpretative distortions or uncertainties. These conclusions can be applied to sequential extractions
in other fields of study, for example, the study of trace radioelements in shales or phosphogypsum.
Such modeling can also prevent the erroneous use of sequential extractions for many trace elements
and help with an immediately improved understanding of the host phases of the extractable fraction
of these elements.

Barite is the host phase of the available 226Ra in the mill tailings that were studied. This may
be in contradiction with other studies on similar tailings [4,18], which could therefore benefit from
being reinterpreted with this new perspective in mind. This brings a new light on the projection of the
long-term stability of 226Ra in those tailings. This conclusion only concerns the available, extractable
and as such potentially mobile part of 226Ra. Our experiments established that much of the 226Ra is in
a refractory state and is not chemically available.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-163X/10/6/497/s1,
Figure S1: Liquid:solid ratio used in some sequential extractions, Figure S2: SEM micrograph of barite minerals
observed in the C1P3B sample and associated EDS spectra, Table S1: Parameters used in this study to model the
sorption on montmorillonite and ferrihydrite and the formation of a (Ba,Ra)SO4 solid-solution, Table S2: Pore
water implemented in the model. It is derived from the IPSN, 1984 study, Figure S3: Amount of residual barite
after the use of 40mL DI water washes on 3.8 µmol barite, Figure S4: Distribution of the Ba when 17 µmol of
barite is put in equilibrium with 40 mL DI water, pure and with 0.59 g montmorillonite, Figure S5: Aqueous
concentration of Fe species at equilibrium with ferrihydrite and Ba species at equilibrium with barite, Figure S6:
Extraction results for experimental data extractions (Chautard et al. [22]) and this study’s model optimized and
built from bulk data for Ca, SO4, Fe, Ba, U and 226Ra per g of solid for the C1P5H sample, Figure S7: Extraction
results for experimental data extractions (Chautard et al. [22]) and this study’s model optimized and built from
bulk data for Ca, SO4, Fe, Ba, U and 226Ra per g of solid for the C1P11B sample, Figure S8: U and 226Ra initial
distribution in the C1P5H sample according to the direct interpretation of the sequential extractions results and
the initial state for the optimum model, Figure S9: U and 226Ra initial distribution in the C1P11B sample according
to the direct interpretation of the sequential extractions results and the initial state for the optimum model.
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